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About This Content

The Klang Soundtrack is a collection of 34 original tracks featured in the game. Each track was composed by veteran EDM
artist and OverClocked ReMix video game music remixer, bLiNd. (The Klang Soundtrack is also YouTuber/Twitcher friendly.)

Track List (all tracks are presented in MP3 and FLAC format)

01 - Enter Klang (Trailer Theme)
02 - Klang (Title Screen)

03 - Welcome to the Kick (Training Level & Elevator)
04 - Disco Balls (Training Level Bonus)

05 - Bladerunner (Elevator Boss)
06 - Peak Waves (Top of the Tower Theme)
07 - Over the Top (Top of Tower Cutscene)

08 - Rock Bottom (Caves)
09 - Otherworld (Overworld Theme)
10 - Shanty Shuffle (The Pirate Bay)

11 - Shuffle Jumper (Pirate Cove)
12 - Ether Real (Infiltration Theme)
13 - Agent Klang (Factory Bonus)

14 - Bazz (Gladiator Boss)
15 - Angel Tracks (City)

16 - Neoteknika (City Bonus 1)
17 - Overclocked (City Bonus 2)
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18 - Death Angel (City Boss)
19 - Sonus (Tower Boss)

20 - The Trickster (Final Boss)
21 - Welcome to the End (End Credits)

22 - Full Circle (Final Ranking)
23 - Neon Punk (Alpha Trailer Theme)

24 - Klang (Main Theme Club Mix)
25 - Rock Bottom (Caves Ambient)

26 - Shanty Shuffle (The Pirate Bay Ambient)
27 - Ether Real (Alternate)

28 - Angel Tracks (City Level Ambient)
29 - Netherworld (Other Dimension Overworld)

30 - Portal Jumper (Other Dimension)
31 - Coolaid (Other Dimension)

32 - Dimension Rift (Other Dimension)
33 - Tune Blades (Bonus Song)
34 - VHS (Other Dimension)
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Title: Klang Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Tinimations
Publisher:
Snow Cannon Games
Release Date: 22 Sep, 2016
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soundtrack klang des herzens. klang des herzens soundtrack. soundtrack der klang des herzens. klang des herzens soundtrack
youtube. klang der herzen soundtrack. ein fremder klang soundtrack. klang soundtrack

realy good would play again. It's not a very bad game,but damn it gives me headaches just watching it. If you can somehow
tolerate/ignore the strange visuals,I think you can enjoy this game.. I keep getting these games in bundles and they seem like flak
just to show there are more games in them. This is a pretty bad game. First time through and a B-... its just a lot of the same.
Same enemy, same background which is a black background, same effects and lame music. Even if this was given to me for
free id give it a No. Its cheap and boring.. ok its an old game and was never a block buster, but for £2 on the steam sale it's
worth buying to fill the time between better games. I only recommend this on those terms. In all other situations, I wouldn't
bother.. Contains lots of:
-Features
-Gameplay
-Graphics

Overall perfect Fortnite killer. 10\/10
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There's something here for everyone. The original tracks were (and still are) awesome, but if you're looking for something if
little more dubstep(y) (A_Rival) or something \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing metal (FamilyJules7x), they got you covered. The
remixes are nice but...

0\/10
No shopkeeper versions. Worst soundtracks ever.
\/s. I bought the Gravita when it was 50% off as I wanted another German shunting loco.

Pros:
+Visuals are superb, in and out of the cab
+Unique controls make it fun to drive
+Bugs have been fixed (to my knowledge)
+Extra features well implemented
+Scenarios are interesting and challenging

-Taxes performance so low end machines will struggle
-Fancy displays in cab have no function... a little disappointing

Overall, well worth a buy and a bargain I caught in the sales.. If you have kids, buy it! It would be great to buy a set of three.
Your kids can learn a lot of things from this game and it's very fun for them too.. This is a strategy game where you build up
planets and asteroids to then attack the enemy and destroy their bases. The graphic are pretty simple, so nothing grand there but
they are ok for such a game.
The strategy is also simple from what time i played, but i guess it gets more complex later in the missions.
The story for the campaign is a bit boring from what i could see. Maybe its me.

I will cautiously recommend this game. It's not great but at the low price below 10$, it should be worth a few hours of fun.. Very
fun song to play and it offers a good challenge.. Become the children... of the Nile.. Its a very fast paced, run n gun, grindy
shooter that has a lot of potential. To like it is a personal preference. I cant wait to see what future update will hold.
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